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ALSO AVAILABLE on signumclassics

In Time of Daffodils
John Metcalf
Thomas Bowes violin
Gerard McChrystal saxophone
Jeremy Huw Williams baritone
BBC National Orchestra of Wales
Grant Llewellyn conductor
SIGCD103

World renowned Welsh composer, John Metcalf presents his new
work, In Time of Daffodils. A song cycle, originally set for voice &
piano, Metcalf has extended his own work into an orchestral
masterpiece, setting the words of much loved poets to the six
concluding songs of the cycle.

Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5 and Festive Overture
The Philharmonia Orchestra
Vladimir Ashkenazy conductor
SIGCD135

“Before he left the Soviet Union, Ashkenazy had lived through his
share of what Shostakovich also had lived through. So here’s a
conductor who truely knows what this music is about. It shows.”
Classic FM Magazine
“a live performance of pathos and power- even those who know this
work well will be taken a back by the ferocity in the blazing finale.”
Jeremy Pound, HMV Choice Magazine

“The Welsh Orchestra was outstanding from the downbeat”
Washington Post
Available through most record stores and at www.signumrecords.com For more information call +44 (0) 20 8997 4000
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FIREBIRD - IGOR STRAVINSKY
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Scherzo Fantastique

[13.49]

The Firebird (L’Oiseau de Feu)
Introduction
Le Jardin Enchanté de Kastchei
Apparition de L’Oiseau de Feu, poursuivi par Ivan Tsarévitch
Danse de L’Oiseau de Feu
Capture de L’Oiseau de Feu par Ivan Tsarévitch
Supplications de L’Oiseau de Feu
Jeu des Princesses avec les Pommes D’Or (Scherzo)
Brusque Apparition d’Ivan Tsarévitch
Corovod (Ronde) des Princesses
Lever du Jour
Carillon Féérique, Apparition des Monstres - Gardiens de Kastchei et
Capture d’Ivan Tsarévitch
Danse de la Suite de Kastchei Enchantée par L’Oiseau de Feu
Danse Infernale de Tous les Sujets de Kastchei
Disparition du Palais et des Sortilèges de Kastchei,
Animation des Chevaliers Petrifiés, Allegresse Générale

[2.44]
[1.43]
[2.21]
[1.24]
[0.57]
[9.13]
[2.36]
[1.26]
[4.52]
[1.42]
[5.06]
[0.48]
[0.33]
[3.43]
[62.59]

Total Timings

BBC National Orchestra of Wales
Thierry Fischer conductor • LESLEY HATFIELD LEADER

www.signumrecords.com

The Genesis of The Firebird

paintings. Then in May 1907 he presented an
all-star concert series of Russian music performed
by such leading musicians as Rachmaninov (as
pianist and conductor), the pianist Josef
Hofmann, Rimsky-Korsakov and - making his first,
sensational debut in Paris - the Russian bass
Chaliapin. In the wake of that season’s success,
Diaghilev had planned a series of sumptuous
opera productions in Paris - five in all, all
featuring Chaliapin - for the late spring of 1909.
Then disaster struck: on 9 February 1909 the
Grand Duke Vladimir Alexandrovich, uncle of Tsar
Nicholas II and Diaghilev’s main sponsor, suddenly
died. With the Imperial subsidy upon which the
season had depended now withdrawn, Diaghilev had
to cut his opera productions to one complete
production of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Maid of Pskov
(retitled Ivan the Terrible to draw his audience and
to highlight the role played by Chaliapin), and
reducing two others - Glinka’s Ruslan and Ludmila
and Borodin’s Prince Igor - to single acts, the
latter including the Polovtsian Dances. Those
dances in particular proved the biggest hit of the
season, and fortuitously confirmed Diaghilev’s
new path: to present Russian ballet to the
Parisians.

It was almost purely a series of accidents which
catapulted Stravinsky to fame and recognition as
one of the greatest composers of the twentieth
century. That this was due to the prescience of the
impresario Diaghilev, who gave him his first
‘break’ by commissioning the ballet The Firebird in
1910, is widely celebrated. Yet Diaghilev, for all
his apparent masterminding of the renaissance
not just of Russian ballet but of modern dance,
would just five years earlier have been astonished
to know that this was the art form with which he
was to be indelibly associated.
It is true that one of Diaghilev’s earliest loves was
music: when he came to St Petersburg in 1890 to
study law, he skipped his lectures in order to
attended classes in singing and composition at
the St Petersburg Conservatory. His teachers there
included Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov (who 15 years
later would start giving private lessons to
Stravinsky) and Anatoly Liadov. However he was
told by Rimsky-Korsakov that he had no talent as
a composer, and Diaghilev soon immersed himself
in the world of visual arts. Hence he originally
came to Paris in the autumn of 1906 not to
promote Russian ballet, but Russian art,
presenting a successful exhibition of Russian

It was a development particularly welcomed by the
art historian and theatrical designer Alexander

www.bbc.co.uk/wales/now
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Benois, in effect the godfather of Diaghilev’s
enterprise. A close friend of Diaghilev’s since
school days, Benois had long adored ballet, most
particularly such works of Tchaikovsky’s as
Sleeping Beauty, which for him presented a
sumptuous feast for eye and ear free from the
mundane world of the spoken word. Even before
Diaghilev planned his first major ballet season,
Benois had predicted a bright future for what
many regarded as a moribund form: “the history of
ballet is far from over,” he wrote in an article
published in 1908; “before it lie even greater
prospects, perhaps, than lie before opera or drama.”

Diaghilev’s first port of call to find a composer for
this ballet was not, as is often said, his old
professor of harmony, Liadov, but Nikolay
Tcherepnin who had conducted several of
Diaghilev’s productions. Tcherepnin started
composing the ballet, but withdrew for reasons
which remain unclear (though the stress of
working with his highly demanding collaborator,
Fokine, may have been a contributing factor). The
story that Liadov then subsequently accepted the
commission, but failed to make adequate
progress on the ballet (telling a concerned minion
of Diaghilev’s months later that he had made
progress and got so far as to purchase the
necessary manuscript paper), appears to be no
more than a rumour, probably spread by Diaghilev
himself to save face after Liadov had turned him
down. It is even possible, suggests the Stravinsky
scholar Richard Taruskin, that Diaghilev was
turned down by two other composers - namely
Glazunov and another of his former Conservatory
teachers, Sokolov - before he approached the then
relatively inexperienced Stravinsky.

It was Benois who, as early as 1908, first
suggested that Diaghilev should produce a
Russian nationalist ballet, an idea now all the
more attractive given both the newly awakened
French passion for Russian dance and also the
ruinously expensive costs of staging opera. Benois
even knew the subject should be the well-loved
Russian mythical creature, the Firebird. Between
Benois and the choreographer Mikhail Fokine,
drawing from several books of Russian fairy tales,
including the celebrated collection of Alexander
Afanasiev (a source for several later Stravinsky
works including The Soldier’s Tale), they concocted
a story involving the Firebird and the evil
magician Kashchey.

Diaghilev had first encountered Stravinsky’s work
in January 1909, at the premiere of Scherzo
Fantastique. This brilliantly orchestrated work, the
last Stravinsky composed under Rimsky-Korsakov’s
supervision, was originally inspired by Maeterlinck’s
-4-

Vie des abeilles (Life of Bees): hence the swarming
effect of the outer sections of the work, at the heart
of which is a more impassioned, late-Romantic
style episode which - Taruskin has persuasively
argued - represents the queen bee’s “Nuptial
Flight”. “Persuasively argued” since Stravinsky
eventually suppressed not only the programme,
but also - in the face of a threatened lawsuit from
Maeterlinck - denied that the work bore any
relation to the Frenchman’s literary work. Nevertheless,
Stravinsky’s almost unrivalled mastery of
instrumentation is already evident in the Scherzo’s
rich yet extraordinarily light-timbred orchestration,
including three flutes, the second alternating with
alto flute, the third alternating with second
piccolo; cor anglais; three clarinets, the third
alternating with a clarinet in B flat and in D; a
contrabassoon; alto trumpet in F; celesta; and
three harps. On the other hand there’s a total
absence of heavy brass - either trombones, or
tuba - so enabling gossamer textures throughout.

Stravinsky may not have been Diaghilev’s first
choice, but nonetheless as soon as the budding
composer had become aware that a ballet on the
Firebird was being mooted, he started composing
at once in readiness for a commission should it
come his way. That is not to say that Stravinsky,
despite his claims later in life, dictated the form
of the ballet; when he had his first meeting with
Fokine he was made to revise his preliminary
sketches extensively in order to fit with the
scenario that Fokine was creating. What Stravinsky
did bring to the ballet, though, was his extraordinary
ear for orchestration, a profound inside knowledge
of the “magic” harmonies of both RimskyKorsakov and also the great avant-garde Russian
composer Scriabin; and above all, a sure sense of
the theatre and of what would immediately tell on
the stage, in no small part honed by his
collaboration with the strong-willed Fokine.
The ballet tells of Prince Ivan who, seeing the
brilliant Firebird, pursues her; but on capturing
her he takes pity as she pleads for her freedom.
She rewards him with one of her fiery feathers as
a talisman. He then discovers in an orchard full of
golden apples thirteen princesses, one of whom he
falls in love with. Prince Ivan follows the
princesses to the castle of the evil Kashchey,
where he is captured by the sorcerer and his evil

It was undoubtedly these orchestral skills which
drew Diaghilev’s attention, and which prompted
him to commission Stravinsky first to orchestrate
two Chopin piano pieces for Les Sylphides (he
commissioned Liadov to orchestrate one other
piece for the same ballet) and then, on so slender
a basis, to finally turn to Stravinsky to compose
The Firebird.
-5-
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monsters. However Ivan summons the Firebird
who lulls Kashchey and his court to sleep. She
then leads the prince to a casket containing an
egg which contains Kashchey’s soul. Ivan breaks
the egg, so destroying Kashchey whose evil kingdom
is replaced by a resplendent city, and freeing the
princesses. The ballet ends with the wedding and
coronation of Ivan and his beloved princess.

The premiere, staged at the Théâtre Nationale de
l’Opéra on 25 June 1910, conducted by Gabriel
Pierné, was a sensation: Diaghilev had not only
calculated well his French public’s taste for
colourful Russian national style, but had also had
this fulfilled perfectly by Stravinsky, as Benois
recognized: “Music more poetic,” he wrote, “music
more expressive of every moment and shading,
music more beautiful-sounding and phantasmagoric
could not be imagined.”

Stravinsky was responsible for the Firebird’s
magnificent finale. Originally the ballet was to
have ended with a series of divertissement, typical
of many evening length ballets including
Tchaikovsky’s Sleeping Beauty. However the
strongly neo-nationalistic folk style of the Firebird
threatened to tip such a divertissement into the
kitsch world of the Grand divertissement which
ends Cesare Pugni’s The Little Humpbacked Horse,
a staple of the Russian Imperial Ballet much
derided in Diaghilev’s circle. Stravinsky instead
suggested something more stately, even liturgical,
accompanied by a Russian khorovod (a kind of
religious round dance): for this, he used a melody
originally published by his teacher, RimskyKorsakov, and through repetition of this melody
from a quiet horn solo, building to a resplendent
brass climax, he effectively suggests the
blossoming of the kingdom liberated from
Kashchey’s rule.

BIOGRAPHIES
BBC National Orchestra
of Wales
Thierry Fischer, Principal Guest Conductor Jac van
Steen and Conductor Laureate Tadaaki Otaka.
September 2008 saw the arrival of Associate
Guest Conductor François-Xavier Roth, who adds
a further dimension to the team. In February 2006
the Orchestra appointed Guto Puw as its Resident
Composer, and commissioned him to write three
works. In 2008 Simon Holt took up the role of
Composer-in-Association, a post previously held

BBC National Orchestra of Wales occupies a
special role as both a national and broadcasting
orchestra, acclaimed not only for the quality of its
performances but also for its importance within
its own community.

Daniel Jaffé

© Chris Stock

The Orchestra has won considerable critical and
audience acclaim over recent years, under its
formidable conducting team of Principal Conductor
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Thierry Fischer

by Michael Berkeley, consolidating the ensemble’s
commitment to performing contemporary music.

Swiss conductor Thierry Fischer is Principal
Conductor of the BBC National Orchestra of Wales
and also Chief Conductor of the Nagoya Philharmonic.
From 2001-2006 he was Principal Conductor and
Artistic Advisor of the Ulster Orchestra.

BBC National Orchestra of Wales is Orchestra-inResidence at St David’s Hall, Cardiff, and also
presents a concert series at the Brangwyn Hall,
Swansea. As well as international touring, it is in
demand at major UK festivals and performs every
year at the BBC Proms and biennially at the
prestigious BBC Cardiff Singer of the World.

Fischer studied flute with Aurèle Nicolet and
began his musical career as Principal Flute in
Hamburg and at the Zurich Opera, where he
studied scores with Nikolaus Harnoncourt and was
profoundly influenced by him. His conducting
career began in his 30’s when he replaced an
ailing colleague, subsequently directing his first
few concerts with the Chamber Orchestra of
Europe where he was Principal Flute under Claudio
Abbado, who encouraged and inspired him in his
newfound talent for conducting. Spending his
apprentice years in Holland, Thierry Fischer has
since appeared with many leading orchestras in
the UK and Europe.

In January 2009, the Orchestra celebrated its
move to its new state-of-the-art recording and
rehearsal base, BBC Hoddinott Hall at Wales
Millennium Centre, Cardiff.
The Orchestra enjoys close working relationships
with radio and television programme makers and
recorded the soundtracks to BBC Wales’s Doctor
Who and Torchwood series.
www.bbc.co.uk/wales/now

disc of the BBC Music Magazine. In January of this
first season he and the orchestra toured the USA
together, to excellent reviews:

Plans together stretch well into the future and
include further tours, recordings for Hyperion,
annual appearances at the BBC Proms in London,
and festivals of the music of Messiaen and Dutilleux.

“The interpretation [of Brahms Symphony No.2] by
conductor Thierry Fischer, who did not use a
musical score, was energetic and beautiful. It was
a treat to watch Mr. Fischer as he cajoled,
challenged and encouraged his players. The final
notes brought the audience to its feet...”

Fischer’s Chief Conductor position with the Nagoya
Philharmonic began in April 2008 and will run for
an initial 2 years, running concurrently with his
title in Wales. His duties in Japan include all
artistic programming; He conducts the orchestra
for a minimum of 6 weeks a year.

Fischer took up his title with BBC National
Orchestra of Wales in 2006, and his inaugural
concert featured Florent Schmitt’s Psalm 47,
subsequently recorded for Hyperion as the first in
a series of French discs, and Messiaen’s
Turangalila, which was recorded live for the cover
-8-
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During his tenure in Belfast with the Ulster
Orchestra, Fischer toured with the orchestra to
Prague and New York and appeared several times
at the BBC Proms, conducted cycles of Schubert,
Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Brahms, Schumann and
Honegger, and began his relationship with
Hyperion with a series of recordings of the works of
Jean Francaix. His wider discography also includes
recordings for, among others, ASV, Chandos, and a
Frank Martin disc on Deutsche Grammophon with
the Chamber Orchestra of Europe which was
nominated for a Gramophone Award.
Fischer’s hallmarks are a lightness of touch and
transparency of texture, allowing room for vivid
characterisation. He has a keen stylistic sense
and brings a fresh approach to repertoire which
extends from Bach, the classical repertoire and
early Romantics; the 2nd Viennese school, the
great French composers of the early 20th century,
a keen advocacy of his compatriots Frank Martin
and Honegger, and a particular feel for the music
of Prokofiev, Stravinsky and Shostakovich. His
affinity also with the unique textures and radical
utopianism of Messiaen is no accident, and he
played a major role in the BBC’s Messiaen
celebrations in 2008. Fischer regularly
programmes contemporary composers, and made

his debut with the London Sinfonietta in 2006
(returning in 2007).
Fischer’s popularity in the UK has brought him to
the Philharmonia, City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra, Hallé and BBC Symphony. In recent
seasons he has also conducted the radio
orchestras of Paris (Orchestre Philharmonique de
Radio France), Stockholm, Hanover, Lugano and
Saarbruecken; the Berlin Symphony, Netherlands
Philharmonic, Colorado Symphony, Monte Carlo
Philharmonic, Orchestre National de Lyon and
Gothenburg Symphony. In 2007/8 debut appearances
included the Utah Symphony, SWR Freiburg and
Malaysian Philharmonic.
In parallel to his symphonic career, Fischer’s
collaborative approach has fostered strong
relationships with several prestigious chamber
orchestras, notably the Scottish Chamber,
Northern Sinfonia, Dutch Radio Chamber, and
Ensemble Orchestral de Paris. He has also
conducted the Australian Chamber, Lausanne,
Zurich, Munich and Swedish chamber orchestras.

This release marks the first recording made by the BBC National Orchestra of Wales in BBC Hoddinott Hall, part of the Wales
Millennium Centre in Cardiff Bay.
Scherzo Fantastique recorded live at BBC Hoddinott Hall on 14th January, 2009
Producer - Tim Thorne
Engineer - Huw Thomas
The Firebird
Recorded live at St David’s Hall, Cardiff on 3rd October, 2008
Producer - Tim Thorne
Engineer - Mike Hatch
Assistant - Matt Howelll
Editor - Andrew Mellor
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